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Notes Covers Swedish Mauser rifles, a part-by-part examination for every one of the 14 different models of
this fine military and civilian match rifle. Every marking, every code is explained. Publishers Description The
writing team that brought you "The SKS Carbine" has done it again with the "Swedish Mauser Rifles." One
the earliest military surplus imports into North America after World War II, more than 300,000 of these
beautiful rifles are now in private American and Canadian hands and another 75,000+ in European gun racks.
Yet, only two books have been written about this finest of all Mauser rifles, one in German and the other
directed more toward shooters than collectors. "The Swedish Mauser Rifles" provides the "Fore Collector's
Only" part-by-part examination for every one of the14 different models of this fine military and civilian match
rifle. Every marking, every code is explained. A new, first ever list of serial number ranges by year has been
compiled. All military and many civilian accessories are included with photos. Line drawings illustrate every
part to provide the clearest view. A new color insert provides photos of the various models. Also included is a
discussion of production methods and total rifles produced for each model. Serial numbering is clarified
between carbines and rifles (many share the same serial number). Each model is discussed in detail and
illustrated with photos. The target versions of this very fine rifle are analyzed and photographed. A complete

discussion of the various sniper rifle models are included (with photos) up to the present PS90 based on the
AWS Sniper Rifle. Ammunition types are listed and performance data is included

